satisfy ReX(x, y f a)<-ô for all (x, y)(ER and real cr such that iCi-i 0 ?"!* We assume throughout this paper that: (i) L is uniformly parabolic in R and (ii) the coefficients A<j\x, y) of L are bounded uniformly continuous functions of y and satisfy a uniform Holder condition {with exponent a, 0<agl) with respect to x in R. Our main result is a uniqueness theorem for the solution of the initial value problem (i.v.p.)
for arbitrary J£ [y', y"), where f(x, y) and g{x) are given N-vectors.
In particular, we establish sufficient conditions for the unique representation of the solution of (1.1) in terms of the fundamental solution of Lu = 0. The i.v.p. (1.1) has been investigated by various authors, notably Êïdel'man [3; 4] and Slobodetskiï [8] (see also Rosenbloom [7] ).
2 These results will be described in the appropriate places below. Petrovskifs definition of parabolicity is given for somewhat more general systems involving higher order derivatives with respect to y. However, the i.v.p. for such systems can be reduced to (1.1) by the introduction of additional dependent variables. In the papers cited above, Èldel'man deals with these more general systems. 8 If the range of integration is not specified, the integral is understood to be taken over the whole E n . . In particular, Êïdel'man uses a parametrix which depends only on the A$* for \k\ ==2b and consequently can dispense with the assumption that the continuity of the Affi with respect to y is uniform for x££ w when |A| <2&. Under this weaker hypothesis (2.4) is omitted and (2.2) holds with G (f) replaced by T. Our hypothesis (ii) is essential for our uniqueness results and permits certain simplifications in the existence theory.
The proof of Theorem 1 for N, b > 1 is essentially the same as the proof in the case N~b -1. The main difference is that in the latter case the parametrix is known explicitly, while in the former case its properties must be deduced from the corresponding properties of its Fourier transform (see, e.g., [3] ). The principal difficulty in proving this theorem lies in proving the existence of D 2b W. We outline briefly the method of dealing with this point. Let x 0 ££ n be arbitrary and consider for all x which satisfy |x - 
) iw E n X [t, y*]. T/iere extós a constant K(e)>0 depending on e, ô, y"-y' and the bounds for the A\f\ but not on y or t, such that f!U[u; y, t] £ K(e) i(y -l)-»"»Vl(g) + ƒ \y -v^'^olf;
V, *]*»} A result similar to Theorem 2 is proved in [l] for iV = 6 = l. 
AWusP(?,y;D)u--u={PQ;,y-,D)-P(x,y,D)}u(x,y)
where, in view of (ii) and the conditions on 
